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Air Waybill Delivery Service 

By participating in our innovative AWB-stock delivery service via the internet airlines will 

have the benefits of saving time and cost for their AWB distribution to the cargo-agents. 

Airlines staff will be relieved from labour-intensive routine-processes and thus can contribute 

to an increase in productivity while concentrate on the core business. Further the quality and 

speed of AWB delivery will increase as well as the workflows will be optimised. Customer 

satisfaction of agents will enhance due to the 24 hour order option.  

 

The cargo agencies receive a login and password and can enter the webpage www.awb-

order.com. There they can easily order their needed AWB-number sequences. Agents 

orders are matched with a database were airlines rules and regulations for AWB allocations 

are stored.  

 

 
Air Waybill Delivery Service Process 

 

Limitations and authorisations for single agents as well as for agent groups and chains, the 

maximum number of AWBs per allocation, the quantity of allowed orders per day, week and 

month, will be determined. Furthermore agents can be blocked from AWB distribution. The 

risks of over-delivery and double delivery of AWBs to various agents do no longer exist.  

 

All delivered AWB-numbers can be monitored and analysed via the internet around-the-

clock. Airlines and agents have a complete overview and control of all their allocated and 

received AWB numbers.  
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Many international airlines are using the advantages of this service. The service is available 

worldwide and is currently conducted in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Spain.  

 

Corporate Profile 

Lamberth Airline Solutions is a service provider for the international air transport industry. 

 

We serve over 15 airlines in more than 20 countries. 

 

We market our proprietary software, which our customers use to optimize their back 

office activities e.g., in their accounting, sales and direct marketing departments. We also 

offer our customers a complete range of outsourcing services for complete back office 

processes, supported by software systems and a professional and highly knowledgeable 

staff. 

Contact us 

For more information please send an email to service@lamberth.de or visit our website 

http://www.lamberth.de. 


